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Abstract—Compared to conventional storage mediums, DNA-
based data storage offers benefits such as durability, high density
and low energy consumption. With increased demand for DNA
data storage, it has become important to quickly evaluate
proposed approaches. However, experiments that involve reading
and writing synthetic DNA are costly and time-consuming, thus
requiring cheap and fast simulation prior to experimentation.
DNA sequencing technologies such as Nanopore and Illumina
have highly characteristic error profiles, and simulating them is
challenging. We propose a DNA simulator for Nanopore data that
improves on existing simulators by incorporating key parameters;
our simulator better converges to error profiles of real data on
most parameters.

We show that the spatial distribution of errors within a strand
is a key determinant of trace reconstruction accuracy; which is
a factor that had not been considered by existing simulators.

Index Terms—DNA storage, noise simulation, information
retrieval

I. INTRODUCTION

DNA-based data storage involves the storage of data in the
form of long sequences of synthetic DNA molecules known
as strands. The DNA alphabet has four letters (or bases): A,
G, C and T, and strands are typically 100-200 bases long.
The original strands to be written (or synthesized) are called
reference strands, which undergo errors, and are read (or
sequenced) to yield several noisy copies called reads.

Key to designing synthetic DNA simulators is the problem
of modeling the noisy channels in DNA storage. [1] proposed
that errors should be modelled as a noisy Insertion-Deletion-
Substitution (IDS) channel which accepts M DNA strands as
input, injects noise via the IDS channel, and then samples
N strands independently. The ratio M : N is known as
sequencing coverage, i.e. roughly the average number of
reads per every reference strand. The reference strand is then
recovered (with some error) by passing the noisy reads to trace
reconstruction algorithms, such as BMA Look-Ahead [2] and
Iterative Reconstruction [3].

II. EVALUATION OF EXISTING SIMULATORS

Currently, only one prior work has attempted to devise
an end-to-end simulator for DNA storage viz. DNASimulator
[4]. Given a list of reference strands, a coverage N , and a
DNA sequencing technology, it generates n noisy reads per
reference strand. DNASimulator uses the following parameters
for noisy channel: (i) probabilities of insertion, deletion and
substitution (IDS) (pins, pdel, psub) , (ii) base-specific condi-
tional probabilities for IDS (p(ins|A), ..., p(del|G), ...p(sub|T )),
and (iii) probabilities for burst deletions (pburst−dels). Burst

deletions are consecutive deletions with length greater than
one.

The key use of DNA simulators is to generate better
error-encoding schemes and trace reconstruction algorithms
to improve the per-strand and per-character accuracy of re-
constructed strands. Thus, a suitable metric to evaluate the
efficacy of DNA simulators is the difference between the post-
reconstruction per-strand and per-character accuracies of real
versus simulated data when both are passed to a suite of
reconstruction algorithms. Convergence in per-strand and per-
character accuracy indicates that the real and simulated data
induce the same error types and localizations after reconstruc-
tion. Two state-of-the-art algorithms are used in this report:
BMA Look-Ahead [2], and Iterative Reconstruction [3].

We evaluate the proposed metric at a low coverage (N = 5),
since reconstruction accuracies are more sensitive to perturba-
tions at low coverages [5] [6], and since DNA storage systems
target low coverage to minimize sequencing cost. We analyzed
per-strand and per-character accuracies of real Nanopore data
versus data simulated by DNASimulator (Table I, rows 1-
3). Both per-strand and per-character accuracy of simulated
datasets were greater than those for real data. This demon-
strates that DNASimulator is not adequate for simulating DNA
storage. It makes the key assumption that the error rate is
assumed to be independent of (i) a molecule’s position in a
strand, and (ii) type of error. As we demonstrate later, this
assumption does not hold, and we can improve the similarity
of simulated data by considering additional parameters in our
simulation model.

III. PROPOSED SIMULATION MODEL

In this section, we investigate the properties of the largest
public Nanopore dataset released by Microsoft [7], and con-
sider skewed distribution of errors as a key parameter.

A. Analysis of Nanopore Data

The Nanopore dataset provided in [7] contains 10,000
reference strands, average coverage N̄ = 26.97, strand length
L = 110, and pins + pdel + psub = 5.9%.

We compared the reference strands with the noisy reads by
obtaining a histogram of (i) Hamming errors and (ii) gestalt-
aligned errors at each strand position. The Hamming error
is obtained by performing a base-wise equality check on the
reference strand and each noisy copy; if the bases at a given
position are not equal, then we increment the Hamming error
at that position by 1. The gestalt-aligned comparison first runs
the Ratcliff-Obershelp algorithm (also known as gestalt pattern
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Fig. 1: Error distribution for Nanopore dataset
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Fig. 2: Gestalt-aligned errors after Iterative Reconstruction at
Coverage = 5

matching) [8] to align the matching blocks first, and then
count the number of errors beginning at a strand position.
For example, consider a reference strand ATGTG and a noisy
copy strand AGTG, where the second letter T has been deleted.
The Hamming error histogram is [0,1,1,1,1], the gestalt-
aligned histogram is [0,1,0,0,0], and the matching blocks
are A and GTG.

We used a naive simulator as a baseline; only the ag-
gregate probabilites for IDS (pins, pdels, psubs) were used
to simulate data. We obtained the values of the parameters
used in DNASimulator for the Microsoft Nanopore dataset
by computing the edit distance operations between the ref-
erence strands and the noisy reads. For example, given a
reference strand ATGTG and a noisy copy strand AGTG, the
edit distance operations are [=, del, =, =, =], yielding
pdel = 1/5 = 0.2, p(del|T ) = 0.5, p(del|A,G,C) = 0.

B. Skewed Distribution of Errors

We computed the gestalt-aligned histogram for Nanopore
data (Fig. 1a). The histogram indicates that most of the errors

occur at the beginning (positions 0 - 2) and end (position 109 =
L−1) of the strand; 90% of errors originate at these positions.
Prior studies [5] and [9] empirically validate the same for
Illumina data. We observed that the probability of errors at
terminal positions was four times the baseline at intermediate
positions.

We inserted the skew for the aggregate errors (denoted as
Skew1) and computed the corresponding metrics for the simu-
lated data. Fig. 2 provides a comparison of the gestalt-aligned
errors for real data and simulations. Note that the histogram for
skewed simulations fits more closely to that for real Nanopore
compared to DNASimulator and naive simulation. Further, the
per-strand and per-character accuracy converges for BMA, but
diverges (excess decrease) for Iterative (Table I, row 4). This
indicates that the Iterative algorithm is highly sensitive to skew
at terminal positions.

TABLE I: Per-Strand and Per-Character Post-Reconstruction
Accuracy (%) at Coverage = 5

Data BMA Iterative
Strand Char Strand Char

Real Nanopore 29.04 87.74 66.70 90.32
Naive Simulator 68.21 93.45 90.60 99.31
DNASimulator (DS) 59.65 91.39 92.20 99.35
DS & Skew1 47.86 89.49 35.36 82.15
DS & Skew1 & Skew2 44.78 88.67 33.87 77.39

C. Second-Order Errors

Second-order errors are specific error types e.g. insertion of
T, substitution of AA for A, and so on. We find that along with
a skew for the total number of errors (i.e. regardless of error
type), there is a skew toward terminal positions for particular
error types as well. Fig. 1 shows the skew for the three most
common second-order types: insertion of G (1b), deletion of
C(1c) and deletion of G (1d).

We inserted corresponding skews for the ten most common
second errors into our model (denoted as Skew2), simulated
data, and then ran BMA and Iterative trace reconstruction. As
for the previous case, the accuracy further converges for BMA,
but diverges for the Iterative algorithm (Table I, row 5).

IV. DISCUSSION

In this work, we devised and refined a simulator for noisy
channels in DNA storage, and improved on DNASimulator,
an existing simulator. We analyzed suitable metrics, datasets,
and parameters for modelling the simulator. Compared to
DNASimulator, our simulator converged closer to real data
based on per-strand accuracy (15% v/s 38% difference for
DNASimulator) and per-character accuracy (1% v/s 6% dif-
ference for DNASimulator) for the BMA algorithm. However,
like DNASimulator, our simulator did not adequately converge
for the Iterative algorithm.

There remain several limitations and challenges to designing
DNA simulators. A key limitation is that existing simulators
are not capable of generating intermediate clusters at different
stages of the DNA storage pipeline; only the final noisy



reads after sequencing are generated. Another challenge is
the difficulty in choice of metric for the simulator; it is not
obvious which trace reconstruction algorithm(s) or coverage(s)
should be prioritized, since simulators might behave differently
for different combinations. With the increase in number and
type of DNA sequencing technologies, it is also difficult to
analyze and simulate all possible noisy channels. Designing a
generalizable set of parameters to describe all present DNA
sequencing technologies remains an open problem.
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